Summer Workshops

China
August 13-17, 2007

Co-Sponsoring Institution: University of Michigan, NEH Project
Monday
8:00-9:00  Registration and Refreshments
9:00-9:15  Welcome and Introductions
9:15-10:30  Internationalizing the Curriculum
           Theo Sypris, Midwest Institute
10:30-10:50  Refreshments Break
10:50-12:00  “China Mirror” Project at the University of Michigan
            Marty Powers, University of Michigan
12:00-1:00  Lunch
1:00-2:00  “China Mirror” Case-Studies and Website
           SuiWah Chan, University of Michigan
2:00-2:15  Refreshments Break
2:15-3:30  Women and Art in 13th Century China: The Case-Study
           Marty Powers, University of Michigan
3:30-4:30  Women and Art in 13th Century China: Discussion & Feedback
           Marty Powers, University of Michigan
Tuesday
8:30-10:15  Orientation of Case-Studies:
           #2 - Women and Childbirth Text
           #3 - Culture and International Relations in the 18th c. China
           #4 - China and International Law in the 19th c. China
           Marty Powers, University of Michigan
10:15-10:30  Refreshments Break
10:30-12:00  Working Groups on Case-Studies #2, #3, and #4
            Facilitators: SuiWah Chan, Marty Powers, Theo Sypris
12:00-1:00  Lunch
1:00-2:45  Art, Poetry and other Resources on China
           Marty Powers, University of Michigan
2:45-3:15  Refreshments Break
3:15-4:30  An Overview of China’s Political Economy
           Theo Sypris, Midwest Institute
Wednesday
8:30-10:15  Genesis of Chinese Writing: The Case of JiaGuWen
            SuiWah Chan, University of Michigan
10:15-10:45 Refreshments Break

10:45-12:00 **Working Session on Chinese Writing**  
SuiWah Chan, University of Michigan

12:00-1:00 Lunch

1:00-2:45 **Orientation of Case-Studies:**  
#5 - An Almanac from Classical China  
#7 - Homicide and the Law in 18th c. China  
#8 - Education and Social Structure 12th c. China  
Marty Powers, University of Michigan

2:15-3:15 Refreshments Break

3:15-4:30 **Working Groups on Case-Studies #5, #7, and #8**  
Facilitators: SuiWah Chan, Marty Powers, Theo Sypris

**Thursday**
8:30-10:15 **Pipa, the Chinese Lute and Popular Entertainment in the 9th c.**  
Joseph Lam, University of Michigan

10:15-10:45 Refreshments Break

10:45-12:00 **Chinese Lute and Popular Entertainment: Discussion & Feedback**  
Joseph Lam, University of Michigan

12:00-1:00 Lunch

1:00-2:30 **Reflections on China: The “Steel: Hot Metal, Cold Reality” Exhibit**  
Howard Bossen, Michigan State University

2:30-2:50 Refreshments Break

2:50-4:00 **Faculty Reporting on Case-Studies**

**Friday**
9:00-10:15 **China-Africa Relations**  
Yuegen Yu, University of Dayton

10:15-10:45 Refreshments Break

10:45-12:30 **Curriculum Work Plan, Assessment for Clinical Trial, and Evaluation**  
Facilitators: SuiWah Chan and Theo Sypris

12:30-1:30 Lunch

1:30-3:00 **Faculty Reporting on Case-Studies**